
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
Hello Families! Wow! We had an incredible first full week of Kindergarten. 
Our newsletter will share some of our classroom happenings as well as 
important information, suggestions for home, and upcoming events. We look 
forward to sharing our adventures in Kindergarten with you! 

 
Guided Discoveries 
As we open up our classroom slowly, we build excitement and enthusiasm for 
our materials and learning by discovering them as a class. Maybe you’ve heard 
about our mystery box! Some of the things we’ve discovered inside include 
crayons and markers, unifix cubes, pattern blocks, books, and writing 
materials. As we explore these materials we learn all we can do with them, 
how to take care of them, and where they belong.  
 
We All Move in Different Ways 
To launch our year-long exploration of inclusion, we explored the many 
different ways every person moves. We noticed that there are lots of ways 
to walk, run, jump, hop and dance. Some of our classmates even shared about 
special tools that help them move. We then read a really silly book called “Is 
Everybody Ready for Fun?” and moved our bodies in lots of different ways.  
 
Reading Everywhere 
This week we launched our readers workshop by learning that readers don’t 
just look, they read! We took a tour of the school and saw many words. We 
looked, we thought “what could this word be?” and read! We then explored 
print in our classroom and realized we already can all read lots of words. This 
is something you can try when moving around the city or even at home! 
Perhaps you could even label household items with your child. Environmental 
print is a powerful gateway to reading.   
Routines 
Kindergartners have been learning lots of school routines this week. Some of 
these routines include listening to signals, cleaning up, lining up, walking with 
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partners in the hallway, and eating lunch. We are setting up predictable 
routines for the entire year!  
 
Hopes and Dreams 
As a school, every MSC student begins the year by developing a “hope and 
dream”. We read the book Elephants Cannot Dance and talked about optimism 
and having a “can do” attitude. We realized there are lots of things that we 
want to try this year. After brainstorming a big class list, each child drew a 
picture depicting their “biggest try”, their hope and dream, for this year.  
 
Singing with Gerri and Lindsey 
This week, we began to learn two big songs: This Land is Your Land and Keep 
on the Sunny Side. We’ve also learned lots of little songs that we use as 
activity breaks, energizers, and transitions throughout the year. Perhaps your 
child will sing Deep and Wide or I Want To Sing for you! 
 
Specials Schedule This Fall 
Monday: Art with Bernard 
Tuesday: Kindergarten Projects (this changes quarterly, but right now 
Bernard, the Art teacher, is running our project time) 
Wednesday: Music with Maria and Greenhouse with Shakira 
Thursday: Art with Bernard 
Friday: Reading with Wendy 
 
 

 
 
Upcoming Events 
No School Thursday 9/21 and Friday 9/22 
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